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WHAT ARE WE TALKING ABOUT?

Source: D. Fanelli (adapted by VIB)
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‘CODE OF ETHICS FOR SCIENTIFIC
RESEARCH IN BELGIUM’
̶ °2008
̶ Signed by all universities
̶ Basic values for all disciplines
rigour and caution, reliability and verifiability,
independence and impartiality

̶ Added value in practice?
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‘EUROPEAN CODE OF CONDUCT FOR
RESEARCH INTEGRITY – ALLEA CODE’
̶

̶

̶

°2011 jointly with the European
Science Foundation (ESF) –
revision 2017
European Federation of
Academies of Sciences and
Humanities
Framework for selfregulation across all
scientific and scholarly
disciplines and for all
research settings

These principles are:
• Reliability in ensuring the quality of
research, reflected in the design, the
methodology, the analysis and the use of
resources.
• Honesty in developing, undertaking,
reviewing, reporting and communicating
research in a transparent, fair, full and
unbiased way.
• Respect for colleagues, research,
participants, society, ecosystems, cultural
heritage and the environment.
• Accountability for the research from
idea to publication, for its management
and organisation, for training, supervision
and mentoring, and for its wider impacts.
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POLICY PLANS AND CHARTERS
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COMMISSION FOR RESEARCH INTEGRITY (CWI)
̶ In every university
̶ Small differences in procedure and composition
̶ First line advice (in/out of CWI scope, central/local)
̶ Mediation
̶ Formal procedure
̶ RIO of Flemish universities

Marianne De Voecht

Inge Lerouge

Ann Peters

Stefanie Van der Burght

Audrey Van Scharen

University of Antwerp

KU Leuven

Hasselt University

Ghent University

Free University Brussels
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LET’S PLAY A GAME!
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RCR TRAINING
Good practice:
̶ Small groups
̶ Interactive
̶ Focus on developping skills not transferring knowledge

Reality check – FRCR@UGent
̶ Small reach (max. 16 participants, 4x per year)
̶ (too) big investment time/staff/means (1year development, 4 trainers, train-thetrainer, …)

Worth it? Yes, but…
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DILEMMA GAME (ERASMUS U ROTTERDAM)
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HAVE YOU ALREADY ATTENDED SOME KIND
OF RCR TRAINING?
A. Yes
B. No
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ISSUE #1 – AUTHORSHIP
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FREE LUNCH?
I am starting my PhD project and as a first task I am asked to
rewrite a paper by a former PhD colleague who has meanwhile left
academia. I notice the paper needs only small changes and the
reviewers are very mild and friendly, so the paper may get
accepted in the next round. My professor suggests putting me as
last author, to support my academic career, despite my limited
contribution to the actual research process. He will be the first
author. The former PhD has agreed that others can use his work,
but no specific agreements were made.
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WHAT WOULD BE YOUR OPTION?
A. I agree to the offer and get listed as last author.
B. I suggest that I should be mentioned in a footnote,
but not listed as author.
C. I contact the former PhD and ask him whether he
wants the publication in his name.
D. I decline the revising job; I do not want to be involved.
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WHAT DOES THE CODE SAY?
BE-code:
• only those who have actually contributed to the research may be mentioned as (co-)
authors.
EU-code:
• All authors agree on the sequence of authorship, acknowledging that authorship
itself is based on a significant contribution to the design of the research, relevant
data collection, or the analysis or interpretation of the results.
• Authors acknowledge important work and intellectual contributions of others,
including collaborators, assistants, and funders, who have influenced the reported
research in appropriate form, and cite related work correctly
• All authors are fully responsible for the content of a publication, unless otherwise
specified.
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TIPS ON AUTHORSHIP
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ISSUE #2 – RESEARCH
PROPOSALS
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FREE DINNER
I am starting my PhD project and as a first task I am asked to
rewrite a project proposal by a former PhD colleague who went to
another institution. I notice the proposal needs only small updates
and the grant review commission was very mild and friendly when
they motivated their rejection. So next call, the proposal has a
good chance of getting selected. My professor suggests submitting
the proposal with his name as promotor and mine as researcher,
despite no actual contribution to the design of the proposal. The
former PhD has agreed that others can use his work, but no
specific agreements were made.
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WHAT WOULD BE YOUR OPTION?
A. I agree to the offer and submit the proposal with my
promotor and myself as researcher.
B. I suggest that the promotor should contact the former PhD
since he came up with the proposal.
C. I contact the former PhD and ask him if he agrees I use
the proposal.
D. I decline the revising job; I do not want to be involved. If
I’m going for external financing, it will be with my own
proposal.
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WHAT DOES VCWI SAY?
•

•

•

Plagiarism in project applications is an important problem, on the one hand, from the
perspective of research integrity (misappropriation is unfair) and, on the other hand,
because of the risk of “duplicate funding” (receiving funding for the same research from
multiple sources, which goes against the efficient use of research funds).
There are no established rules about how to describe the contribution of other
researchers in the development of an application, contrary to what is the case with scientific
publications. There are also no clear rules on how to clarify overlap between one’s own
application and other applications (for example, in case of resubmission of the same
application).
One can conclude that plagiarism has taken place if (1) there is significant overlap between
the current application and an application by another researcher, and (2) it is clear from the
description of the contributions to both applications that the overlapping part was not
developed by the applicant of the current application, and (3) the current applicant in no
other way indicates that the overlapping part was developed by others.
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ISSUE #3 – PLAGIARISM
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SIMILAR BUT NOT THE SAME
A close friend asks me to comment on his paper. While
reading the paper I detect a great number of similarities with
some recently published papers. The similarities do not
constitute plagiarism in a literal sense, but are noticeable.
When confronting my friend with my findings he seems
unimpressed and submits his paper to an international journal
without any profound changes. A couple of weeks later I
receive the request from the journal to act as a referee on this
particular paper.
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WHAT WOULD BE YOUR OPTION?
A. I decline the invitation.
B. I accept the invitation but in my review do not
mention the similarities I noticed before.
C. I accept the invitation and report the similarities.
D. I ask my friend what he wants me to do.
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WHAT DOES THE CODE SAY?
BE-code:
• Researchers may not present fieldwork, data and results obtained by other researchers as their
own; they must not plagiarise other people’s publications.
• By participating in peer review, the researcher should only be guided by considerations of a
scientific order.
EU-code:
• Authors acknowledge important work and intellectual contributions of others, including
collaborators, assistants, and funders, who have influenced the reported research in appropriate
form, and cite related work correctly.
• Researchers take seriously their commitment to the research community by participating in
refereeing, reviewing and evaluation.
• Researchers review and evaluate submissions for publication, funding, appointment, promotion
or reward in a transparent and justifiable manner.
• Reviewers or editors with a conflict of interest withdraw from involvement in decisions on
publication, funding, appointment, promotion or reward.
• Ignoring putative violations of research integrity by others or covering up inappropriate
responses to misconduct or other violations by institutions is considered misconduct.
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CHECK PLAGIARISM DEFINITION
Plagiarism is any identical or lightly-altered use of one's own or someone else’s work (ideas, texts,
structures, images, plans, etc.) without adequate reference to the source.
•
The literal or near-literal use of someone else’s text(s) (or parts of these) irrespective of the source
(including digital sources, whether or not through the internet) without indicating a citation (for
example, through quotation marks) and/or without adequate reference to the source
•
Copying images, diagrams, graphics, figures, sound or image fragments, etc., without adequate
reference to the source
•
Paraphrasing someone else’s arguments without adequate reference to the source
•
Translating texts without adequate reference to the source
2 special forms
•
Commissioning or having papers revised (whether or not for pay), and passing this off as one’s own
work (ghost writing)
•
The re-use of one’s own work and passing it off as a new paper (self-plagiarism)
Source: KU Leuven
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ISSUE #4 – DEALING
WITH DATA
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FINAL CHECKS
After years of hard work my paper is now at an advanced
stage of the reviewing process with a leading journal. The
referee has asked me to carry out a number of robustness
checks. It turns out that my main result disappears in one of
the robustness checks. This is also the check that I find
irrelevant for the type of work I have performed.
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WHAT WOULD BE YOUR OPTION?
A.

I simply report the robustness check, at the risk of having my paper
rejected.
B. I point out that while my main result is not 100% robust, in empirical
work a result that shows up in the vast majority of my analyses is still
meaningful. In fact, with a 95% confidence level I would expect my
result to disappear in 5% of the analyses.
C. I present the referee with a number of arguments to point out why this
particular robustness check does not make sense.
D. I figure out that my main result remains intact with a slightly different
interpretation of the robustness check and report that the test was
successful.
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WHAT DOES THE CODE SAY?
BE-code:
• Sampling, analysis techniques and statistical methods should not be chosen or
manipulated with a view to obtaining or justifying a result defined in advance.

EU-code:
• Authors and publishers consider negative results to be as valid as positive findings
for publication and dissemination.
• Researchers design, carry out, analyse and document research in a careful and wellconsidered manner.
• Researchers publish results and interpretations of research in an open, honest,
transparent and accurate manner, and respect confidentiality of data or findings when
legitimately required to do so.
• Researchers report their results in a way that is compatible with the standards of the
discipline and, where applicable, can be verified and reproduced.
• Withholding research results is considered misconduct.
• Researchers, research institutions and organisations ensure access to data is as open
as possible, as closed as necessary, and where appropriate in line with the FAIR
Principles (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Re-usable) for data management.
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MAKE A DATA MANAGEMENT PLAN (DMP)
Templates and tool: DMPOnline.be - DMPOnline.kuleuven.be
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ISSUE #5 – STRATEGY
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SENSITIVE RESULTS
A brilliant Master student approaches me to ask if he can write a
PhD dissertation on whether and to which extent a specific oil
company is contributing to the development of a particular country
and respecting international and African human rights treaties.
However, the oil company is a major funder of a lot of research in
other schools at our university, representatives speak regularly at
our university’s prestigious events and, moreover, many alumni work
for the company. I expect the research will not be very welcome to
the executive board of our university and that I, as a supervisor, will
be branded a troublemaker.
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WHAT WOULD BE YOUR OPTION?
A.
B.

I propose some other, less controversial, subjects for her PhD.
I warn the student of the potential backlash, but encourage her to go
ahead since it is an important topic and she is very well suited to
handle it.
C. I talk to my dean and follow his advice on handling the situation.
D. I tell the student that she can work on the topic, but that we will have
to be careful with the wording of negative conclusions
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WHAT DOES THE CODE SAY?
BE-code:
• In their scientific activities, researchers are guided by rules of a scientific nature,
which are a condition of their independence.
EU-code:
• All partners in research collaborations take responsibility for the integrity of the
research.
• All partners in research collaborations agree at the outset on the goals of the
research and on the process for communicating their research as transparently and
openly as possible.
• All partners formally agree at the start of their collaboration on expectations and
standards concerning research integrity, on the laws and regulations that will apply,
on protection of the intellectual property of collaborators, and on procedures for
handling conflicts and possible cases of misconduct.
• All authors disclose any conflicts of interest and financial or other types of
support for the research or for the publication of its results.
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